
KEEMDELUXE LIMOUSINES always at your disposal

DURATION :
Depends on the number of places you want to visit.
Imagine your program and we will organize it for you.

GUIDE PRICES :
Guide : 80€/H
Museum fees : different prices depending on the museum.

MONUMENTS TO VISIT :
Notre Dame de Paris cathedral
Sacred Heart of Montmartre Basilica
Louvre Pyramid
Eiffel tower
Arc de Triomphe
Grand et petit palais museums (Paris 8th)
Alexandre III bridge
Place de la concorde, Place Vendôme
Champs-Elysees avenue
Le Panthéon

If traffic and environment allow, stops are possible to take photos at the request of customers.

KEEMDELUXE LIMOUSINES
Paris seesight tour



KEEMDELUXE LIMOUSINES
Most visited sites

Louvre museum : the biggest museum of Paris (35.000 pieces) presents important works of art
like the Mona Lisa portrait, the Venus of Milo, the raft of the jellyfish, but also, pieces of oriental
and islam civilizations.

Orsay museum : Large collection of impressionist art. Artistic expressions ranging from painting
to architecture and sculpture. The museum is located inside a train station looking like a palace. Gorgeous.

Versailles castle : Architectural wonder classified as world heritage of humanity and symbol of the
artistic influence of France in the 17th century.
Visiting the Versailles castle allows you to revisit the story of France in an exceptionnel setting.

Louis Vuitton Foundation : Collections and programming of the Foundation are deeply rooted 
in the history of artistic movements during the 20th and 21st centuries. Exposed in a jewel of
architecture designed by the american Frank Gehry.

Colleville-sur-Mer cimetery : officially inaugurated in 1956 with its memorial, this cimetery honors
the american soldiers who died during the battle in Normandy during the second world war.

ALSO TO SEE:

PARIS : Pompidou center museum, Quai Branly-Jacques Chirac museum, Picasso museum, Beaux-arts museum.

PROVINCE : Châteaux de la loire, Mont Saint Michel, O'maha beach, Utah beach.


